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Matt's and Kouji's ticklish experience 
 

Part 1: A ticklish lesson 
 
 

 
 
Anime: Digimon season 1 X Digimon Frontier 
Characters: Matt, Kouji, Gabumon 
Contains: Tickling, licking 
 
Background: Kouji and Matt are classmates. It’s Friday afternoon and Matt had invited 
Kouji over to his house for a sleepover. 
 
 
Matt opened the door and ushered Kouji inside "We have the house to ourselves; my parents 
are in a business trip, and TK's with Kari. Feel at home man.” Matt told his classmate, smiling 
brightly. 
«Cool." Kouji pulled his shoes off and entered the house barefoot. «What shall we do first?" 
"Well...we have that homework.” Matt said. Frowning. Matt and Kouji headed straight to 
Matt's bedroom, where Gabumon eagerly greeted them. 
“Is this a DIGIMON?" Kouji asked in shock. 
"Um...yeah..." Matt looked at Kouji, and took out his bag and notebooks. 
" Um hi.” Kouji shook Gabumons hand. “I’m Kouji.” 
"I'm Gabumon." Gabumon smiled; shaking Kouji's hand with his clawed paws...Kouji was 
surprised to feel that the claws were soft, although the tips were still sharp. 
«Sorry if I freaked out a bit, but I didn't expect to meet a digimon here." Kouji apologised, 
scratching the back of his head. 
"Well, let's get started here..." Matt arranged the school items on his table, and they started to 
study. Kouji began to do his math homework. «Man math sucks. » Kouji said frustrated. 
"Yeah...but we gotta do it nonetheless..." Matt replied.  Matt and Kouji continued studying, 
while Gabumon sat on Matt's bed watching TV. A few minutes later Kouji stood up and lied 
down on Matt's bed* "Tired?" Matt asked. 
«I’ll just take a little nap, okay?" Kouji said, closing his eyes. "Okay...don't sleep too long..." 
Matt said, again focusing on his homework. 
Two hours later Matt slumped on his chair, tired as well... "Hey Kouji...huh? Oh great...he's 
sleeping..." 
Matt smirked. "Hey Gabumon...can you please help me tie up his legs to the bed?” 
“Why?” Gabumon asked in confusion. 
"I'm gonna punish him by tickling him.” Matt said, standing up to get some unused garter 
ropes. 
"Tickling? What's that?" Gabumon asked as he watches Matt tie up Kouji's ankles.  
"You'll see..." Matt finished tying up Kouji, and tested the bonds by dragging a finger up and 
down Kouji's bare sole. 
Kouji giggled lightly in his sleep and rolled over onto his stomach without waking up. 
 He was dreaming... 
 
In his dream he was in the digital world again. He was fighting Ranamon and was about to 
digivolve when suddenly two hands grabbed his ankles, making him fall on his back, his d-
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dector knocked out of his hand. Kouji stared at Ranamon in shock as the water digimon went 
over and removed his sneakers. "Time to have some fun." Ranamon said, producing a feather. 
She started swiping the feather over his sole, making him giggle. Kouji turned onto his 
stomach and tried to crawl away, his toes wiggling out of reflex. 
 
In the real world, Matt was teaching Gabumon how to tickle Kouji. "Okay...draw your claws 
up and down his soles...simple as that..." 
Gabumon moved his claws gently and slowly, from the heel up to the arches and back down 
again. 
"No, please stop, hihihihi." Kouji giggled in his sleep, still not waking up. In his dream 
Ranamon had started to use her long nails on his soles, making him squirm... 
"Alright, time to wake up!" *Matt sat down in front of Kouji's foot while Gabumon was busy 
'practicing' on the other. Matt started scratching the ball of the foot and just under the toes. 
Kouji awoke with a start." Wha- what's going on?" Kouji started laughing and squirming on 
Matt's bed. «Stop that hahahaha, it tickles." 
"Of course it does! You slept on me, and I'm merely punishing you...right Gabumon?" The 
digimon smiled, and both he and Matt increased the pace of their tickling. 
"I'm sorry hahaha, I didn't mean to." «Kouji buried his head in the pillow, which muffled his 
laughter.  Kouji was very ticklish especially on his feet, but strangely enough he kinda 
enjoyed the tickling. When the tickling increased Kouji curled his toes protectively, the 
wrinkles on his soles lessening the ticklish sensations... 
"What do we do now?" Gabumon asked, looking at Matt while still tickling Kouji's wrinkled 
soles. 
Matt noticed this and whispered to Gabumon, "follow what I'm doing. » 
Matt then held back Kouji's toes and tickled his sole with his fingernails. Gabumon had a hard 
time at first, but by blocking Kouji's toes with his claw horizontally, Gabumon had Kouji's 
soles taut. When he tickled his sole with his claws, Kouji went ballistic. 
"NOHOHOHAHAHASTAPHAHAHA." Kouji started pounding the mattress with his fist, 
laughing harder than ever. 
Matt smiled at Gabumon "You're improving...now for the toes." They both tickled in between 
and under the toes now. 
" Not the hahaha toes hahaha." Kouji nearly screamed, bucking and twisting wildly. 
Matt then held back the toes of both feet. “They are all yours.” Gabumon tickled up and down 
Kouji's feet with his claws, making the boy go crazy with laughter. 
"Please hahaha. My feet are just too ticklish hahaha."  Kouji flailed his arms around wildly, 
closing his eyes. Tears started forming in Kouji's eyes from laughing so hard. 
Gabumon stopped and Matt let go of his feet, laughing "And that is the end of the tickling 
lesson, Gabumon..." 
"For now." Koji thought, still giggling. "You two are good at tickling." Kouji said, after 
catching his breath. "Especially you, Gabumon. Your claws really tickle.” 
Gabumon grinned, and Matt helped Kouji up* "Are you okay?" 
"Yes. »Kouji nodded his head. . «Wow. I have never laughed that hard in my whole life. 
«Kouji said, still slightly out of breath. 
Matt laughed at him* "You almost cried like a baby!" He teased. 
" I'll show you"" Kouji grumbled to himself. Kouji continued to do his homework while matt 
sat on the bed and watched TV. In an unobserved moment he took Gabumon to the side and 
whispered to him quietly. 
«Hey Gabumon. Do you want to learn more about tickling?" Kouji asked his new digimon 
friend. 
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*Gabumon eagerly approached Kouji "Yes please..." 
Matt raised an eyebrow as he saw the two talked in hushed voices, but did not mind it. He lets 
out a yawn, closes the TV and lies back down. 
«He’s getting tired, this is our chance." Kouji gave Gabumon a hand sign. The Digimon 
jumped onto the bed and grabbed Matt's wrists. While Kouji took the rope Matt used on him 
earlier. Kouji used it to tie Matt’s hands to the head of the bed. Then both went to Matt's feet 
to tie them as well. 
Matt struggled hard "Hey!!! What's going on???" 
«I’m getting my revenge." Kouji, taking a hold of Matt's ankles. He instructed Gabumon on 
how to tie Matt's ankles. The Digimon didn't seem to have a problem with the task. When 
they were Kouji turned to Matt and smiled evilly. «Any last words before I'll start your 
punishment?" 
Matt gulped nervously "G-Gabumon! Look, you don't have to do this to me...I'm your dig 
destined, remember???" 
Gabumon grinned sheepishly* "I think it will only be fair if I can practice it with my 
mentor...right?" *He smiled at Kouji* 
Kouji took on a teacher like demeanor. «Your next lesson, Gabumon will be to find out where 
Matt is ticklish. There are other parts beside the feet that are ticklish, the stomach and armpits 
for example. And once we found his most ticklish spots we will concentrate on them." Kouji 
saw the eager smile on Gabumon's face and giggled. Kouji took out a notebook and a pencil. 
We'll start with the sides." Kouji said. 
Matt squirmed madly to no avail "No, no please!!!" 
Koji leaned close to Matt's face. «I planned doing this all along. You just got me first." Kouji 
admitted, grinning. «Ready Gabumon?" He asked. 
Gabumon nodded, and dug his claws into Matt's sides. 
Matt bucked uncontrollably, trying his best not to giggle. 
Kouji watched Gabumon work on Matt's sides while the blonde tried to hold back his 
laughter. «Move your paws under his shirt. This way it will tickle even more.” Gabumon 
happily complied and started moving his hands in circles on Matt's ribs. 
Giggles escaped Matt's mouth as he tried to twist his body away from the claws. "Hahahahaha 
Gabumon STOPPP!!!!" 
: «Interesting." Kouji took some notes. «Time for the underarms." 
Gabumon slowly spidered his finger upwards towards Matt's defenceless armpits. 
Matt yelped as Gabumon reached his underarms. His giggles got louder* "NO 
Hahahahahahahaha STOOOPPPP!!!!" 
Kouji couldn't help but giggle himself, watching his friend writhe and giggle in ticklishness 
was just too much fun. He let Gabumon toy with Matt's armpits a while longer. «I’ll take over 
now." Kouji said as Gabumon stepped aside to watch. 
Kouji then rolled Matt's shirt up, exposing his flat stomach. Kouji took a deep breath and 
clasped his mouth over Matt's skin, blowing a long raspberry onto Matt's belly. 
Matt ripped out a scream, followed by a steady stream of giggles, as he twist and turn to get 
Kouji off of him. 
Kouji let loose a barrage of raspberries, making Matt yelp and squirm even more. When he 
was done he looked Matt in the eye, grinning evilly. He held up his index finger so Matt could 
see it and slowly, torturously moved it towards his navel, not touching the skin thought.  
Matt shook his head fervently. "No...Kouji...not that..." 
Kouji nodded his head. «Yes, that." He made slow circles around the rim of Matt's navel, 
delighted in the other's reaction, while Gabumon watched in fascination. 
Matt sucked in his navel, screaming and laughing loudly. His hands were rolled into fists as 
he pulled onto the ropes, but they were durable. 
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Kouji then inserted his finger into Matt's navel and teased the sensitive skin on the bottom. 
This created a whole new level of ticklish sensations for poor Matt. 
Matt shook his head as his laughter now filled the room."HAHAHAHAHAHAHA 
GABUMON DOES SOMETHING!!!!!" 
Gabumon looked at Matt. worriedly. Kouji saw that and decided to give Matt a breather. "Are 
you having fun?" Kouji asked a panting, giggling mass of ticklish nerve endings also known 
as Matt. 
Matt panted hard* "No!" *He turned his head, smiling a bit* 


